ABSTRACT. It is shown that a Hausdorff continuum S is the continuous image of an arc (respectively arcwise connected) if and only if each cyclic element of 5 is the continuous image of an arc (respectively, arcwise connected). Also, there is given an analogue to the metric space cyclic chain approximation theorem of G. T. Whyburn which applies to locally connected Hausdorff continua.
1. Introduction. Metric locally connected continua are continuous images of metric arcs and are metric arcwise connected. However, in 1960, S. MardeSic [3] gave an example of a Hausdorff locally connected continuum which is not the continuous image of a Hausdorff arc and which is not Hausdorff arcwise connected. A more simple example with the same properties is described in [2] . A very important concept in studying the structure of metric locally connected continua is the cyclic element theory of G. T. Whyburn [4] , and with some differences, most of this theory can be carried over to and is useful in the study of Hausdorff locally connected continua (see, for example, [5] ). The primary purpose of this paper is to present a proof of Theorem 1. The Hausdorff locally connected continuum S is the continuous image of an arc if and only if each cyclic element of S is the continuous image of an arc.
We also give the comparatively easy proof of Theorem 2. The Hausdorff locally connected continuum S is arcwise connected if and only if each cyclic element of S is arcwise connected.
Corollary i.i. Every dendron is the continuous image of an arc.
An arc is here meant to be a Hausdorff continuum which has only two noncut points. Equivalently, an arc is a linearly ordered set which, with the order topology, is compact and connected. A dendron is a Hausdorff continuum M such that each two points of M are separated in M by a point of M. Each cyclic element of a dendron is degenerate and is therefore trivially the continuous image of an arc. Hence, Corollary 1.1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.
We use generally, the definitions, notation and statements of theorems as in [4, Chapter 4, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 8] . With standard modifications, these can also be used in the context of locally connected Hausdorff continua, as initiated by Professor Whyburn in [5] . In §3 there is suggested an analog for compact Hausdorff spaces to the cyclic chain approximation theorem of §7, Chapter 4 of [4] .
Henceforth it is assumed that S is a locally connected Hausdorff continuum.
2. Proof of Theorem 2. If S is arcwise connected and a and b belong to the cyclic element E of S, then there is an arc [a, b] in S with endpoints a and b. Now [a, b] n E is connected and contains a and b, so [a, b] is a subset of E.
Suppose each cyclic element of S is arcwise connected and a and b are points of S. Then C(a, b) -E(a, b) + a + b + C where C is the union of the collection H of true cyclic elements h of S which contain two and only two points of E(a, b) + a + b. For « in H, let xh and yh be the two points of « in E(a, b) + a + b, denoted so that xn precedes yh in E(a, b) + a + ¿vandlet [xh, yn] be an arc in « with endpoints xn and yn. We
is an arc in S with endpoints a and b.
(1) M G C(a, b), so if PGM-M, P belongs to an element « of H. But [xh, yn] is closed and the only possible limit points of C(a, b) -h, which contains M -h, are xn and yh which belong to M. M is compact. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
is a separation of M -x. M is an arc.
3. Retracts and inverse limits. We use the following lemma. Lemma 1. Suppose X is a compact Hausdorff space, D0 is a collection of retracts of X, for a G D0, pa: X -+ a is a retraction, and
(1) with the inclusion order (a < ß if and only if a C ß), D0 is a directed set;
(2) \JD0=X; (3) if a, ßE D0, a < ft then pa° pß = pa.
For a, ß E D0 with a < ft let paß = pa\ß (pa restricted to ß). Then {a, paß, D0} is an inverse limit system whose limit space a_ is homeomorphic to X.
Proof. Suppose a, ß, y E D and a < ß < 7 and x G 7. Then P<x,(fcß,yW) = PaiPßiW " PcW = Pa,yix)-{a, paß, D0} is an inverse limit system. Define H : X -* a^ by Hix) = (P«(x))a6D0-For X G D0, let £\ be the projection of the product space X {a: a G D0} onto X; then Pxo H = px and therefore //" is continuous. If x and y are distinct points of X, there are members f and 77 of £>0 such that x E j" and v G 77, and there is a in £>0 such that % < a and 77 < a. Then both x and y belong to a and pa(x) = x # y = pa(jO. Consequently //(x) and //(.y) differ in the ath coordinate and H is one to one.
The sets {P"1^): a G £>0, Oa open in a} form a base for the topology of a^. Suppose a E D0, Oa is an open set in a and x E Oa. Then //(x) G P"1^).
Consequently HiX) is dense in a_ and since X is compact, # is onto. H is the desired homeomorphism. We let e denote a specific point of a specific node of S which is a noncut point of S. We let D0 denote the collection of ^4-sets of S which have only a finite number of nodes (of themselves) and which contain eo. With routine arguments of cyclic element theory, one can establish that, for X = S, D0 and pa, a G D0 as just defined, the hypotheses of Lemma 1 are satisfied, and we see that S is homeomorphic to the inverse limit space of [a, pa¿, D0}. Remark. It may be observed that this provides an analogue in Hausdorff spaces to Whyburn's cyclic chain approximation theorem. The analogy can be even more closely drawn by observing Lemma 2, which is not used otherwise in this paper. Lemma 2. If G is an open cover of S, there is a member a of D0 such that every component of S -a is contained in a member of G.
4. The steps in the proof of Theorem 1. If w is a map of an arc I onto S and E is a cyclic element of S, then pE ° n is a map of I onto £ This "half" of Theorem 1 is complete.
With the notation of §3, the strategy in the proof of the other "half" of III. Show that for a, ß, y G D0, with a<ß <y, <pay = <paß ° <pß>y.
It will follow then, that {Ia, 0aj3, D0} is an inverse limit system whose inverse limit space Im is an arc and that the inverse limit map wm maps /, onto S. That Im is an arc follows from Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.7 of [1] . The arguments for steps I, II and III follow a common pattern and are induction arguments.
5. Some notation. It is necessary to consider a class D which properly contains D0. We let D denote the collection of all A-sets in S which have only a finite number of nodes. For a G D, we let a* denote eo if eo G a, and if e € a, let a* denote the boundary point of the component of S -a that contains eo. If £ is a cyclic element of a G D, the order of E in a is (a) the number of boundary points of £ if £ is a true cyclic element of a, and (b) the number of components of a -E if £ is a degenerate cyclic element of a. Then E will be called a vertex of a if (a) the order of £ in a is not two, or (b) a* is a cutpoint of a of order two and E is {a*}, or (c) a* is a noncutpoint of a and £ is the unique cyclic element of a which contains a*.
If a G D, a type-0 edge of a is a true cyclic element of a which is a vertex of a, and a type-1 edge of a is cyclic chain C(a, b) of a such that a and b belong to nonintersecting vertices and no point of C(a, b) -a -b belongs to a vertex of a. Note that each type-0 edge of a may be written as Cia, b) for any two distinct points a and b belonging to it. If a G D and n is a positive integer, the height of a is < n if and only if for each point x of a, there is a sequence Cia0, ax), C{ax, a2), • • •, Ciak_x, ak) of k < n edges (type-0 or type-1) of a such that a0 is a* and x belongs to C(afc_j, ak). Using standard arguments from cyclic element theory, one can prove the following:
Properties of vertices and edges. Suppose a E D. Each cyclic element of a is of finite order. The cyclic element E of a has order one if and only if E is a node of a. All but a finite number of cyclic elements of a have order two. If two edges of a intersect, their intersection is a cut point of a. Every point of a belongs to an edge of a and a has only a finite number of edges. There is a positive integer n such that the height of a is < n. Each edge of a belongs to D and if Cia, b) is a type-l edge of a, a and b are the boundary points in a of a -Cia, b), and if Cia, b) = y, y* is a or b; further if y* = a and ß E D and ß C y and ß* = y*, there is a member c of Eia, b) + a + b such that ß = Cia, c).
Let W denote the collection to which w belongs if and only if for some cyclic element E of S, w is a component of S -E. We assume henceforth that there is a prescribed well-order on W. If a G D and £ is a cyclic element of a, then £ is a cyclic element of S, each component of a -£ is contained in a component of S -E, and no component of S -E contains two components of a -E. Consequently, the well-order of W induces a unique well-order on the, components of a -£ (the component U of a -£ precedes the component V of a -£ if and only if the component of S -E that contains U precedes the component of S -£ that contains V). This unique order on the components of a -£ then induces a unique order on the closures of those components iD precedes V if and only if U precedes V). We say then that the closures of the components of a -£ are ordered in the order relative to W. Furthermore, if a is a subset of a member ß of D, the well-order on W induces an order on the components of ß -E which in turn induces the same order on the components of a -£ as does the well-order of W.
If By hypothesis of this "half" of Theorem 1, every cyclic element of S is the continuous image of an arc. We assume that for each cyclic element £ of S, there is selected a specific pair (IE, nE) such that IE is an arc with a fixed orientation (IE = [PE, QE] ) and that nE is a map of IE onto C suchthat "¿■(^e) = 7r£,(Ô£') = E*-If E Is degenerate, it is assumed that IE is degenerate. If a is a point of £, we let <a> (or (a)E where necessary) denote the first point of nEl (a) in IE.
6.
Step I, the pairs (7a, 7ra). 6.1. The pairs (Ia, na) for a an edge. If a is a type-0 edge of a member of D, a is a true cyclic element of S and the pair (Ia, na) is already determined.
Suppose a is a type-1 edge C(a, b) of a member of D; then a G D, a* is either a or b and we assume a* = a. Now a = C(a, b) = E(a, b) + a + b + C where C is the union of the collection H of true cyclic elements of S which contain two and only two points of E(a, b) + a + b. If h G H, h also belongs to D and h* is one of the two points of « that belong to E(a, b) + a + b; we let «** denote the other one. Note that h* precedes «** in E(a, b) + a + b. We let J0 (respectively K0) denote the disjoint union of the open intervals {(P", (h**)n)\ h G H} (respectively, {(<h**)", Qh)\ h G HJ) and let Ja = E(a,b)+a+b + J0, and Ka = E(a, b) + a + b + Ka.
Define the order < on Ja (respectively Ka) by x < y if and only if (1) x, y G E(a, b) + a + b and x precedes (respectively, follows) y in that set, or (2) for some h G H, x G (Pn, <«**>) (respectively, x G (<«**>, Qh)) and y G E(a, b) + a + b and «** is v or precedes y in E(a, b) + a + b («* is v or follows v in E(a, b) + a + b), or (3) x G £(a, b) + a + b and for some n G H, y G (Ph, <n**>) (y G (</i**>, Qh)) and x is h* or precedes h* in £(a, o) + a + ô (x is h** or follows n** in E(a, b) + a + b), or (4) for some hx, h2 G H, x G (£,, , <«**>) and j G (£ft , h**) (x G ((njf*), Qh ) and 7 G ((h**), Qh )) and either hx = n2 and x precedes y on (Pft , (h**)) (x precedes y on (<nf*>, gft )) or n¡ + h2 and njf precedes h* on £(a, 0) + a + ô (h* precedes nf on £(a, b) + a + b).
With these orders, and the topologies induced by these orders, Ja and Ka are oriented arcs. We let Ia = Ja *-> Ka = [Pa, Qa] where Pa is the first point of Ja and Qa is the last point of Ka, and define 7ra: Ia -* a = C(«, 0) by
It is fairly routine to check that 7ra is a map of Ia onto a and that ira(Pa) = "•«(oa) = « = <**■ 6.2. The pair (Ia, ira) for a of height < 1. Suppose a is a member of £> of height < 1. If a -a* is connected, a must be its own only edge and (Ia, ita) is already defined. If a -a* is not connected, we let ax, • • •, a denote the closures of the components of a -a*, ordered in the order relative to W. Then a¿, 1 < 1 < p, is an edge of a, of = a* and the pair (Ia., tt^.) is already defined. We define (Ia, ita) tobe
and let Pa and Qa be respectively the first and last points of 7a;then ira(Pa) = a* = a* = a* = 7ra(ßa).
6.3. The induction step for the pairs (Ia, rra). Suppose n is a positive integer and the pairs (Ia, ira) have been defined so that Ia = [Pa, Qa] and ttcSPa) = naiQa) ~ a* f°r every member a of D of height < n. Let a be a member of D of height < n + 1.
Suppose first that a -a* is connected. Then there is a unique edge e of a that contains a* (since each two edges of a intersect at only a cut point of a).
(i) Suppose first e is a type-1 edge of a. Then e = Cia*, b) for some point b of a, and b is the only boundary point in a of a -e. Let aj, • • •, a be the closures of the components of a -e (which are also components of a -0), ordered in the order relative to W. Then a¡, 1 < i < p, is a member of D, a* = b and the height of a,-is < n; the pair (7a., 7ra ) }jas (ii) Suppose now e is a type-0 edge of a. Let xx, • • •, xq denote the boundary points of e in a, ordered so that on Ie, ixx) < 0c2> <• • • < {xq), and for 1 < i < q, let a¡ x, • • •, af p/{\ denote the closures of the components of a -e which have x¡ as their boundary point, ordered in the order relative to W. Then for 1 < i < q, 1 < / < p(i), a¡ ■ is a member of D, afj = x¡ and the height of £b# is < «. Let 70 be the interval [Pe, <Xj>] of Ie, I¡ be the interval [<x(>, <xi+1>] of 7e, / = 1, q -1, and Iq be the interval [<*,>, Qe\ of 7e> and let ffi = »«Uf. 0 < / < ç. We define (7a, rra) to be (V ^o) « (4U, *u) «•'•-Äw).
».lfP (1) For a any member of D of height < « + 1 such that a -a* is connected, we have defined (Ia, na) and have that na(Pa) -Ta(Qa) = <**• Suppose now a G D of height < n + 1 and a -a* is not connected. Let ax, • • •, ar denote the closures of the components of a -a*, ordered in the order relative to W. Then for 1 < k < r, ak is a member of D of height < « + 1, a% is a* and ak -a% is connected. The pairs (Ia , na ) have been defined aad ff«fc@ok) = ""«¿Qa^ -at = a*> ! < * < ^; we define (7a, 7ta) to be This completes the induction step and the descriptions of the pairs (Ia, na).
7.
Step II, the maps 0a ß. We define in this section, for any two members a and ß of D such that a C ß and a* = ß*, a monotone map <paß of Iõ nto 7a and show that na ° <paß = pa(3 ° nß. There are two degenerate cases: a -ß and a = fj3*}. In the former, 0a>(3 is the identity map and in the latter 0a ß is the only possible map (Ia is degenerate). In either case, 0a(3 is monotone and onto and na ° <Pa<ß = Pa>ß ° ttß-Henceforth it is assumed that a,ßGD and a is a nondegenerate proper subset of ß, and a* = ß*.
7.1. The map 0a(3 for ß an edge. If ß is a type-0 edge of a member of D, the two degenerate cases are the only possibility for a.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Suppose ß is a type-1 edge C(a, b) of some member of D. Then ß G D and ß* isa or o; we assume ß* is a so that ß is C(/3*, b). There is a point c of £(j3*, ö) such that a is C(ß*, c) = C(a*, c). Referring now to the procedure for constructing (Iß, irß), one sees that the point c belongs to Jß and to Kß, and hence occurs exactly twice in Iß; we let cx and c2 denote those occurrences of c in Iß, in the order of Iß. It can further be seen that Ja is identical to the interval [Pß, cx] We conclude that 7ra ° <¡>a¿ = pa>ß ° irß.
7.2. The map <paß for ß of height < 1. Suppose (3 is a member of £» of height < 1. If 0 -ft* is connected, j3 must be its own only edge and 0a(3 is already defined. If ß -ß* is not connected, let ftj, • • •, ß denote the closures of the components of ß -ß*, ordered in the order relative to W. Then ft, 1 < i < p, is an edge of ß and we let at = a n ft and observe that a, ED, a* = (3* = j3* an(j the maps 0a.i(3. have been defined. It may be that a¡ is degenerate for some or several i's, 1 < i < p, and that they consequently were not considered as part of (Ia, 7ra); however for such af, Ia is degenerate and we may write It is important to note that, excluding the degenerate cases mentioned, ax,' -•, a is ordered in the order relative to C We define 4>a,ß by K,ßix) ■ tupfifiti if x e h{ Then 0aj3 is monotone and onto because 0a.i(3., 1 < ¿ < p, is monotone and onto. If x G ß, there is an integer / such that x G ß., and Pa¿(x) = pa a(x).
Because na¡ ° 0a¿/3. = pa¡¡0¡ ° nß,, 1 < i < p, we have 7ra ° <Pa,ß = Pa,ß ° Jrp.
7.3. The induction step for 0aj3. Suppose « is a positive integer and 0a(3 has been defined, is monotone, onto and satisfies na ° 0a (3 = pa(J ° nß, for all a, ß in D such that a C ß, a* = ß*, and J3 has height < n. Let j3 be a member of Z) of height < n + 1.
Suppose first that ß -ß* is connected; then there is a unique edge e of ß that contains j3*.
(i) Suppose first that e is a type-1 edge of ß. We further suppose that e C a. Then e is C(/3*, ft) where b is the only boundary point in ß of ß -e. Let ßx,' • •, ßp be the closures of the components of ß -e, ordered in the order relative to W, and let a¡ = a Cx ß., i = 1, • • •, p. Then for 1 < i < p, a¡ G D, ß( G D, a¡ C ß., a? = ßf = b, the height of ßt < n and the map 0a.)(3. is already defined. If z is a or )3, the pair (Iz, nz) is defined to be (I2, nz) = (/,, ne\Je) *-* (7Zi, tt2i) *-• •>*-* (IZp, nZp) ~ (Ke, ne\Ke).
We define 0aj3 by K,ß(x) ~ x xî x GJe oi x GKe,
Then, 0a(j is monotone and onto because 0a.ij3. is monotone and onto. If x G ß, there is an integer i such that x G ß., and Paj(3(^) = Pa.,ß.(x)-Because Ta,. ° 0«^, -Pa,,(3,. ° y, Í = l,"-,P,we have na ° 0tti/3 = pa'0 ° 7rp. If a is a proper subset of e, there is a point c of E(ß*, b) such that a is C(ß*, c). The preceding paragraph defines 0e(3: 7g -* Ie and since e is an edge, 0ae: 7e -* Ia was defined in §7.1. We define <f>a ß to be <pae ° <j>e¿.
Since 0ae and 0e(3 are monotone and onto, 0^ is monotone and onto.
Since paß = pae ° peß and ite ° 0e>/3 = pe>(3 ° nß and 7ra ° 0a>e = pa>e ° rre, we conclude that Tra ° 0a>/3 = pa>(3 ° 7r^.
(ii) Suppose now e is a type-0 edge of ß. Since we are considering a to be nondegenerate, it must be that eGa. Let xx, • • •, x denote the boundary points of e in ß, ordered so that on Ie, (xx) < (x2) <• • • < (xq), and for 1 <i <q, That paß is monotone, onto and satisfies 7fa ° <j>aß = paß ° itß follows from the analogous properties of (¡>a R , 1 < i < q, I < / < p(i) i,j'pi,j This completes the definition of <t>aß for ß -ß* connected. Now suppose ß -ß* is not connected. Let ßx, • • •, ft. denote the closures of the components of ß -ß*, ordered in the order relative to W, and for 1 < k < r, let ak = a n ßk. Then for 1 < k < r, ak and ßk belong to D, a£ = ft? = 0*. ftt is of height < n + 1 and ßk -ft* is connected and the map 0a ß has been defined. If z is a or ft (/z, 7rz) is ft^ %) ++ (42. *»2) *"*' * *~ (7V *«,)
We define <pa¿ by As before, (¡>aß is monotone, onto and satisfies 7ra ° 0a>(J = pa (3 ° 7^ because of the analogous properties of 4>a ) (3 , 1 < k < r. This completes the induction step, and step II, the definition of the maps 8.
Step III, the transitivity (¡>aß ° <j>ßr/ = 0a>r The last property to be established is to show that for a, ft 7 G D, a < ß < 7 and a* = ft* = 7*, that 0ajJ ° 00 = <f>ay. In the event that a = {a*} or a = ß or ß = y, the result is immediate, and henceforth we assume that a, ß, y G D, a is a nondegenerate proper subset of ß and ß is a proper subset of 7, and that a* = )3* = 7*. 8.1. <Pa>ß° 00 >7 = 0ai7 for 7 an edge. If 7 is a type-0 edge of a member of D, y is a true cyclic element of S, and we must have one of the degenerate cases a = ß or ß = y. Suppose 7 is a type-1 edge, C(a, b) of some member of D. Then 7 G D and 7* is either a or b ; assume 7* = a so that 7 is C(y*, b). Then there exist points c and d of £(7*, b) such that c precedes d in £"(7*, ft) and a is C(y*, c) and ß is C(7*, ci). Each of c and c? occurs twice on I , and we let cx and c2 and dx and c?2 denote those occurrences, in the order of Iy. Then Iy, Ia and Iß can be written We conclude that 0a>7 = 0a>/3 ° 00>r 8.2. 0a0 ° 007 = 0a7 /or 7 of height < 1. Suppose 7 is a member of D of height < 1. If 7 -7* is connected, 7 is its only edge and the result is established in §8.1. If 7-7* is not connected, let yx, • • •, yp denote the closures of the components of 7 -7*, ordered in the order relative to W. Then y¡, 1 < i < p, is an edge of 7, and we let a¡ = a O 7,. and ft = ß n 7,.. Now if 2 is a, 0 or 7, For 1 < i <p, fL = 0a.ß. ° 00.7. and if f>, z) is (0, (3), (ft 7) or
(a, 7), 07jZ|7,-= 0y.iZ . From these equations,we conclude that 0a7 = 0a>(J ° <pßy.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 8.3. The induction step for 0 = <pa^ ° <t>ß Suppose n is a positive integer and <pa = <¡>a£° <Pß,y has been established for all a, ft y G D such that a < ß < 7, a* = ft* = 7* and the height of 7 is < n. Let 7 be a member of D of height < « 4-1. Suppose first that 7-7* is connected. Then there is a unique edge e of 7 that contains 7*.
(i) Assume e is a type-1 edge of 7 and that e C a. Then e is C(y*, b) where b is the only boundary point in 7 of 7 -e. Let yx,' ' ', yp be the closures of the components of 7 -e, ordered in the order relative to W, and let a¡ = a n y¡ and ft = ß n 7,., 1 < 1 < p. Then, for 1 < i < p, a(-, ft and 7,-belong to £>, af= ßf= yf = 0 and the height of y¡ is < n; therefore 
t(jc))-
We conclude that 0a>7 = 0a/3 ° 007. Now suppose a C e and suppose first that j3 C e also. Then from the last paragraph of §7.3(i), 0a>7 = 0ae ° 0e>7 and 0p>7 = 0p>e ° 0er Since e is an edge, from §8.1 0ae = (¡>aß ° (pß<e. Consequently, Now suppose a C e and e C /? and that e is also an edge of ft From §7.3(i), 0tt)7 = 0a)(? ° 0e>7 and 0aJ3 = 0ae ° 0e>(3. From the first paragraph of this section ( §8.3(i)), 0e7 = <peß ° (¡>ßy. Consequently, *o,7 = *a.e°*e,7 = *«,« ° *e.(J°*U,7 = *a.P° */J.7"
Finally, suppose a C e and e C |3 and that e is not an edge of ft In this event there is a type-1 edge / of ß which contains e. Now, from §7.3(i), 0a,7 = 0a,e ° ^e,i and ^c,(J = 0e,/ ° fy.ß' from tne first paragraph of this section ( §8.3(i)), 0e7 = 0^ ° 0/7 and 0/7 = 0/>|3 ° <pßy, and from the second paragraph of this section ( §8.3(i)), 4>aß = <pae ° <pe». These five equations yield K,y ~ K,e° <¡>e,y = *«/ <t>e,f° 4>f,y -K,e04>eJo(t>MO^,y
(ii) Suppose now e is a type-0 edge of 7. Since we are considering a to be nondegenerate, e C a. Let xx,' " ,xq denote the boundary points of e, ordered so that on Ie, <xx) < <x2> <• • • < ixq), and for 1 < i < q, let 7^, • • •, 7,.)P(,) denote the closures of the components of 7 -e which have x{ as their boundary point, ordered in the order relative to W. For 1 < i < q, 1 < /' < p(i) let otfj = an yu and ftv = ß n 7f/; then c^-, ft^ and 7,. ;-belong to D, a£;-= ft^-= yfj = x¿, the height of 7f/-is < «, and it has been established that
As before, we let I0 be the interval [Pe, <xt>] The result 0a7 = 0a>0 ° 00 )7 follows from the analogous result on the subintervals of Iy.
The argument for the case 7-7* connected is complete. Now suppose 7-7* is not connected, and let yx,' ' •, yr denote the closures of the components of 7-7*, ordered in the order relative to W, and for 1 < k < 7, let ak = a n 7k and h = ß n Tfc-Then for 1 < k < r, ak, ßk and yk belong to D, 0* = /3fc = 7fe = 7*, yk is of height < « + 1, yk -y% is connected, and it has been established that èn _, = é ñ ° <bfí " . If 2 is a, rafc>Tfc ^ak<Pk ^Pk'Tk ß or 7, h =hx *-*h2 ++'"++l,f
and if (y, z) is one of (a, ß), (ft 7) or (a, 7), Then 0a>7 = 0a>ß ° 00)7 follows from the analogous results on the subintervals of 77.
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